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Project: Mary Street Local Historic District

The case involves the creation of a local historic district (via a historic overlay), which will be called the 
‘Mary Street Local Historic District.’ The new local historic district consists of 19 properties situated on 
2.848 acres. Seventeen of the nineteen structures are contributing and retain their architectural integrity.  The 
houses were built from 1929 to 1939, and are located in the Greater South River City NP.  Below is a 
description of the site:

Greater South River City Combined Neighborhood Plan (GSRCCNP)
The GSRCCNP classifies these property as single family. The following historic policies are taken from this 
Plan.

Priority 7: Protect historic resources such as buildings, bridges, and gateways. (pg. 5)
Goal (A): Maintain the historic fabric and respect the established neighborhood character and natural 
assets (p 35.)

Objective: Protect historic resources such as buildings, bridges, and gateways.
Recommendation A3: Seek local landmark designation for individual resources that 
are eligible and meet intent of the landmark ordinance.
Recommendation A4: Nominate eligible structures and districts to the National 
Register of Historic Places.
Recommendation A5: Conduct an architectural survey of the South River City 
planning area to determine which portions of the neighborhood are historically 
significant. Designate those areas as Local Historic districts.

The GSRCCNP policies above appear to support the creation of this local historic district.

Imagine Austin
Text from Imagine Austin: Regarding Austin’s historic assets, these include neighborhoods, buildings, and 
sites reflecting Austin’s cultural, ethnic, social, economic, political, and architectural history, many of which 
lack formal historic designation. Designated historic resources include National Register properties and 
districts, Texas Historic Landmarks, Austin’s Historic Landmark designation, and Local Historic Districts. In 
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addition, Austin has many cultural resources lacking formal historic designation—public art, cultural centers, 
museums, institutions, buildings, landscapes, and iconic businesses and buildings (p 116).
The following IACP policies are relevant to this case:

 LUT P38. Preserve and interpret historic resources (those objects, buildings, structures, sites, places, 
or districts with historic, cultural, or aesthetic significance) in Austin for residents and visitors.

 LUT P41. Protect historic buildings, structures, sites, places, and districts in neighborhoods 
throughout the City.

 LUT P42. Retain the character of National Register and local Historic Districts and ensure that 
development and redevelopment is compatible with historic resources and character.

Based on the GSRCNP policies that support local historic districts in the planning area, and the Imagine 
Austin policies above, which supports protecting and preserving historic neighborhoods and districts, the 
proposed local historic district request appears to support Imagine Austin policies.


